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Artificial Intelligence-Enabled  
Autonomous Weapon Systems and the

Laws of Armed Conflict

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is changing the world and it will change the nature, speed, and 
scope of war. AI promises to benefit humanity1 but it also generates fear because of the 
unknowns associated with its advancement, especially the potential of bestowing great 

power on a Nation State or a non-State actor. Vladimir Putin said that whoever controls AI rules 
the world.2 China, Russia, and the United States are competitors in the research and development 
of AI, both in the private sector and military. Although this paper focuses on the Government and 
military, when U.S. private companies choose to work with the U.S. or foreign governments3 and 
apply ethical norms to the development and use of AI, they pressure the international community and 
Governments to do likewise. Governments currently use AI-enabled tools and Autonomous Weapon 
Systems (AWS). Yet, China’s and Russia’s application of AI raises human rights and international 
norm concerns.4 There is no legal or ethical prohibition to design and employ AI AWS. However, 
the question that arises is, how should governments design and employ AI AWS in an ethical and 
legal manner? Human judgement5 over the use of force is critical for the responsible, ethical, and 
legal design and use of AI AWS for four reasons: (1) to minimize unintended consequences; (2) to 
comply with the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC) principles; (3) because of moral gray areas; and 
(4) command responsibility.

First, terms are defined and explained to frame the argument.

Definitions and Explanations

Artificial Intelligence

There is no clear definition of AI but some frequently used definitions from AI literature are: 
(1) “intelligent systems that act similarly to or imitate human intelligence;”6 (2) “making 
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machines behave in ways that are called 
intelligent” as if humans were behaving;7 
and (3) “AI is a computational system designed 
to automate decisions, with the appearance of 
intelligence.”8

The 2019 National Defense Authorization 
Act defined AI in four bullets for the purposes 
of Section 238. A summary of the National 
Defense Authorization Act’s definition is: an 
artificial system designed to act rationally, 
think, act like a human, or to perform tasks 
“without significant human oversight, or that 
can learn from experience.”9

The 2018 Department of Defense’s (DoD) 
AI Strategy states that AI refers to the “ability 
of machines to perform tasks that normally 
require human intelligence – for example, 
recognizing patterns, learning from experience, 
drawing conclusions, making predictions, 
or taking action – whether digitally or as the 
smart software behind autonomous physical 
systems.”10

Moreover, there is narrow AI (sometimes 
referred to as applied or weak AI) and general 
AI (sometimes referred to as strong AI). Narrow 
AI means that the AI system is programmed 
to accomplish a single task.11 This is the most 
common type of AI. Examples are Siri or 
Amazon and Netflix recognizing patterns to 
make suggestions. General AI is less common 
and means that the general AI can think and 
reason like a human being.12 The goal is to 
develop artificial neural networks that function 
like a human brain.13 Machine learning is not 
restricted to just general AI. Narrow AI can also 
use machine learning.14

AI Learning15

Computer programs assist in AI learning. 
Machine learning,16 Direct Learning (DL),17 
artificial neural networks,18 cognitive 
computing,19 speech recognition, and computer 
vision,20 are a few of those programs.21 AI 
learning enables the machine system to interpret 

data to discover patterns in complex data. The 
AI system then acts on its learning and mimics 
human behavior. AI learns by data transferred 
through “senses” (microphone, eyes) and by the 
development of algorithms.

(Lethal) Autonomous Weapon 
Systems (LAWS)

Lethal is in parenthesis because DoD’s 
definition of AWS is often coined as LAWS. 
LAWS are a special class of weapon systems 
because they select and engage targets 
independent of human intervention. In order to 
discriminate targets, LAWS require advanced 
computer-vision and machine-learning 
algorithms.22 DoD’s definition of AWS is:

A weapon system that, once activated, can 
select and engage targets without further 
intervention by a human operator. This 
includes human-supervised autonomous 
weapons systems that are designed to allow 
human operators to override operations 
of the weapon system, but can select and 
engage targets without further human input 
after activations.23

There is no legal prohibition for the use of 
LAWS, but the U.S. does not currently have 
any in its inventory24 because U.S. policy is 
that LAWS should be designed to allow human 
judgment over the use of force.

AI AWS

There is no official definition of AI AWS. A 
working definition using language from DoD’s 
definition of AWS is:

Artificial intelligent systems that by design 
once activated can calculate or learn which 
target to select and engage without further 
intervention by a human operator. This 
includes human-supervised autonomous AI 
weapon systems that are designed to allow 
human operators to override operation of 
the artificial weapon system, but can select 
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and engage targets without further human 
input after activation.

AI Non-Lethal Systems

Additionally, there is no official definition 
of AI-enabled non-lethal systems. A working 
definition using language from the 2019 National 
Defense Authorization Act is:

Artificial intelligent systems that by 
design performs tasks under predictable 
or unpredictable circumstances without 
significant human oversight, or that can 
learn from experience and perform tasks 
requiring human-like perception, cognition, 
planning, learning, and reasoning.

Autonomy

The previous definitions raise the question 
of autonomy. What does is it mean? There is 
no international definition of autonomy. The 
dictionary definition of autonomy is, having the 
freedom to act independently.25 The Joint Chiefs 
of Staff’s definition is:

Ability or quality to be self-governing to 
achieve assigned tasks based on a system’s 
own situational-awareness (sensing, 
perceiving, and analyzing), planning, 
and decision-making. Autonomy refers 
to a spectrum of automation in which 
independent decision-making can be 
tailored for a specific mission, level of risk, 
and degree of human-machine teaming.26 
(Emphasis added.)

The discussion about autonomy and 
autonomous machines gets complex because 
some theorists and researchers parse autonomy 
into three separate buckets: human-machine 
control, the complexity of the machine, and 
functions of the machine.27

The first bucket is about how much human 
control there is over the machine. Whether there 
is a “human in the loop,” a “human on the loop,” 
or a “human out of the loop.” “Human in the 

loop” means that the machine performs tasks 
up to a point then stops and waits for human 
intervention and input. “Human on the loop” 
means a machine performs tasks on its own but 
a human monitors the machine’s actions and can 
intervene. “Human out of the loop” means the 
human is unable to intervene and control the 
machine.28

The second bucket refers to labeling a 
machine as “automated,” “automatic” or 
“autonomous” based on the complexity of the 
machine.29 Apparently, the more complex the 
machine, the more “autonomy” the machine has.

The third bucket refers to the kind of tasks 
and functions the machine performs and the risks 
it takes to perform them. Some machines can 
perform tasks with “humans out of the loop” but 
the tasks are not complex or risky. For instance, 
the self-cleaning vacuum. Other machines can 
perform autonomous tasks with a “human on the 
loop,” like an autonomous, self-driving vehicle.30 
There is more risk involved in the latter, too. 
The theory behind this bucket looks to which 
functions the machine performs without human 
intervention.

Self-consciousness

The Joint Chiefs of Staff’s “autonomy” 
definition includes the word “self-awareness.” 
Self-awareness in AI-enabled autonomous 
machines raises the issue of AI self-
consciousness.31 Some AI experts state that 
AI will become self-conscious by 2029.32 The 
dictionary term of self-conscious is: conscious 
of one’s own acts or states.33 AI consciousness 
is broken into weak artificial consciousness and 
strong artificial consciousness. Weak artificial 
consciousness is a machine that “simulates 
consciousness”34 while strong artificial 
consciousness is the “construction of conscious 
machines.”35 Strong artificial consciousness 
is like general AI because it is the machine’s 
ability to think like a human— not simulated 
thinking, but actual thinking.36
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Autonomy with AI, especially 
general AI, raises a possibility 
that the AI system could 
act unethically...

What Role Do We Want 
Humans to Have in the Lethal 
Decision-making in War?

Currently, our weapons do not exhibit free-
will, emotion, intelligent decision-making, 
mimic human behavior, or demonstrate learning 
competencies. A concern is that an autonomous 
weapon programed with AI, especially general 
AI or AI with machine learning, may grow 
in situational awareness or self-governance 
and therefore become more autonomous in 
its decision-making or tasks. Awareness, 
self-learning tools, consciousness, and self-
governance may technologically and naturally 
increase the degree of autonomy. Autonomy with 
AI, especially general AI, raises a possibility 
that the AI system could act unethically or put a 
commander and operator at risk of Law of War 
violations. AI that achieves consciousness or 
awareness increases these possibilities.

Paul Sharre37 made a statement to the United 
Nations Group of Governmental Experts on 
LAWS. While speaking about the technological 
advancements of AI he addressed the conundrum 
the world finds itself in. The world could forsake 
some technology, which would also forgo 
technology that could make war more humane. 
The world could blindly rush into increasing 
autonomy, but that is not in the world’s best 
interest. Instead, he said that the question to pose 
is: “What role do we want humans to have in 
lethal decision-making in war?”38 An alternative 
question to ask is: “What role do we want AI 
AWS to have in lethal-decision-making in war?”

These questions get to the tension 
between AI AWS and humans selecting and 
engaging targets. AI adds a layer of ethical, 
and arguably legal, complexity to the design, 
engineering, and employment of AWS given 
AI’s technological potentials.39 Therefore, 
autonomous AI weapon systems should be 
designed to allow commanders and operators to 
exercise appropriate levels of human judgment 
over the use of force.40 The role that humans and 

AI AWS should have in lethal decision-making 
is “human on the loop.” “Human on the loop” 
concept satisfies the appropriate level of human 
judgment while acknowledging the benefit AI 
can bring to Commanders. AI-enabled AWS that 
is designed and used in a responsible and ethical 
manner requires human judgment over the use 
of force for four reasons:

 1- Minimize Unintended Consequences

Human judgment over an AI AWS’s 
capability to use force is important to “minimize 
the probability and consequences of the failure 
in [an AI AWS] that could lead to unintended 
consequences.”41

2- Comply with the Law of Armed 
Conflict (LOAC) principles

Human judgment begins with the design and 
engineering of AI; therefore, AI AWS must be 
coded with LOAC principles because humans 
apply the LOAC, and applicable Rules of 
Engagement.

How an AI system functions will depend 
on its coding, and coding will determine an AI 
system’s ethical principles. Human judgment 
and the ethical use of AI AWS does not begin at 
the application of the use of force but during the 
AI AWS’ design and engineering stage.

How we undertake the task of complying 
with the ethical and legal obligation to use force 
in compliance with the LOAC principles and 
get autonomous, learning, and/or cognitive AI 
systems to act ethically is, in part, accomplished 
through and dependent on coding and AI learning 
tools.

Patrick Lin42 completed a research project43 
funded by the DoD, U.S. Department of Navy. 
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Applied to the military, an 
AI autonomous machine 
coded with only learning 
tools may not completely 
understand the social, political, 
economic, informational, 
and cultural systems of a 
particular environment.

In it he identifies three ways to morally code 
machines: top-down, bottom-down, and hybrid. 
While he discusses these in terms of coding 
machines these coding methods apply to AI 
because AI is put into machines and AI ethics is 
often discussed in terms of machine ethics.

Top-down

This coding is deontological, principle 
based. It is an approach to artificial morality that 
turns rules into algorithms.44 Ethical principles 
are algorithms that specify duties or rules that 
the system can calculate consequences or 
courses of action it can select.45 For instance, 
do not kill innocent human beings, or do not kill 
unarmed citizens. There are limitations to the 
top-down approach, though. How is “innocent” 
defined? How does the AI system calculate 
“unarmed”? What other factors are present that 
may change the environment for an acceptable 
rate of collateral damage? Risk calculations, 
interpretation of theories, and environmental 
unknowns become an obstacle to the top-down 
approach.46

Bottom-down

There are two broad categories to bottom-
down coding: (1) assembling systems with 
complex faculties out of discrete subsystems, 
and (2) values and patterns of behavior in a 
holistic fashion in experiments and connectionist 
networks.47 Basically, it is a dynamic morality48 
where the machine is placed in an environment 
where it explores courses of actions and is 

rewarded49 for ethical and moral actions.50 Like 
a child, the machine learns through experience 
and discovers ethical principles.

There are limitations to bottom-up coding, 
though. When the system is given more than 
one goal, confusing information, incomplete 
information, or the system does not have access 
to background information about the situation, 
or the ability to discern which information 
is important or to recognize conflicts, then 
the system has difficulty choosing the correct 
course of action or making a clear decision.51 
Applied to the military, an AI autonomous 
machine coded with only learning tools may 
not completely understand the social, political, 
economic, informational, and cultural systems 
of a particular environment.

Many countries have a complex history 
with subcultures, political systems, and social 
constructs that are important to know and 
understand prior52 to conducting operations 
and which may override a decision to use lethal 
force in a particular case. Alternatively, an AI-
enabled system may quickly learn these systems 
and subsystems but competing interests within 
these systems and subsystems may prevent the 
AI autonomous machine from making a decision 
or choosing a course of action. For instance, 
irregular forces may influence ethnic minorities 
to conduct attacks against U.S. forces in a 
country where U.S. forces are defending NATO 
partners. The irregular forces may message 
hostile plans, becoming a serious threat to U.S. 
forces.

In addition, some, but not all, ethnic 
minorities may communicate plans to attack 
U.S. forces. Meanwhile, the Host Nation 
government and the Department of State may 
be working with local religious leaders to resolve 
the potential irregular and ethnic violence in 
cities most affected by the potential violence. 
A learning AI-enabled AWS will not understand 
these dynamics. If it does, the conflicting 
information among the irregular forces, non-
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AI AWS may not effectively 
make ethical judgment calls 
in moral gray areas that often 
accompany war and missions.

violent ethnic minorities, and host nation and 
Department of State policymakers may cause it 
to make the wrong decision or chose a wrong 
course of action.

Hybrid Approach

Hybrid coding combines the top-down 
and bottom-up approach. There are two 
major theories under hybrid: the “friendliness 
theory” and “virtue-based theory.” Friendliness 
theory means that the machine is coded to act 
altruistically and then the AI system learns to act 
with “best judgment” in a situation.53 Using “best 
judgment” may not work for AI AWS because 
AI AWS should not learn “best judgment” when 
applying force against a selection of targets. 
Virtue-based is simply coding the AI system 
with a set of virtues, for example Aristotle’s or 
Aquinas’s,54 and the AI system learns to act with 
good character. The AI’s actions are linked to 
excellence, good means, and good ends.55

Which Ethical System Applies to AI AWS?

There are many different ethical systems that 
govern human action. Some ethical principles 
that humans subscribe to and that AI might be 
coded with are: natural law, consequentialism 
and utilitarianism, virtue, deontology, relativism, 
nihilism, Kant’s Categorical Imperative 
(which could be one of many deontological 
principles), and moral epistemology. The U.S. 
recognizes that AI, autonomous weapons, and 
their related technology must be developed and 
used in full compliance with the law and ethical 
considerations. There is an ethical-octagon of 
ethical systems AI designers and engineers have 
to choose from. For AI AWS to comply with the 
law and ethical considerations, AI AWS must be 
coded with the LOAC principles and applicable 
Rules of Engagement.

Incorporating AI into decision-making 
and operations has the potential to enhance 
implementation of the Law of War56 but AI 
systems, especially AI AWS and learning and 

cognitive AI AWS, must be coded with the 
LOAC principles so that the AI’s decisions, 
actions, and learning comply, as best as 
possible, with LOAC. Human judgment over 
the use of force includes coding, designing, and 
engineering AI in this way. AI coded with LOAC 
aligns the AI’s decisions, actions, and learning 
more closely to the commander and operator. AI 
AWS programmed with learning and cognition 
will potentially make lethal decisions, but 
humans are morally and legally responsible to 
apply LOAC principles, and the applicable Rules 
of Engagement, especially in areas that require a 
judgment call – moral gray areas.

3 - Moral Gray Areas

AI AWS may not effectively make ethical 
judgment calls in moral gray areas that often 
accompany war and missions. Clausewitz 
wrote about the friction and fog of war,57 which 
technology, like AI, can lessen and in some 
cases remove. However, moral gray areas go 
beyond friction and fog. Moral gray areas are 
areas that are neither wrong nor right but require 
a judgment58 call or are areas that require a 
constant assessment to make a decision. This 
usually involves risk, and risk taking. “Any 
programming decision that involves a trade-
off—such as striking object x instead of y, or 
increasing distance away from x and toward 
y—requires a judgment about the wisdom of 
the trade-off, that is, about the relative weights 
of x and y.”59

An example related to AI in armed conflict 
is dual-use facilities. Facilities at one moment 
may be used by civilians so are civilian 
objects, and at the next moment may be used 
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Commanders may not 
abrogate their LOAC and 
Rules of Engagement 
responsibilities because an 
AI system is autonomous...

by the military, making it a military objective. 
Sometimes dual-use facilities are on the no-
strike list. Dual-use and no-strike list facilities 
may be selected for engagement but deciding 
to do so requires an application of the LOAC, 
applicable Rules of Engagement, and constant 
assessment of the situation.60

Another example is collateral damage coding 
that could lead to confusion when weighing the 
military advantage gained with the incidental loss 
expected, such as, “minimize collateral damage,” 
or “avoid excessive collateral damage.” Does 
“minimize” or “avoid” mean zero? Does it mean 
that injury or potential death to 11 civilians are 
acceptable for three high-ranking commanders?

The last example is hors de combat.61 
Sometimes it is difficult for aircrew to 
determine if someone is hors de combat.62 
“Aircrew or aircraft operators must assess in 
good faith whether persons have been placed 
hors de combat based on the information that is 
available to them at the time.”63

There are also inner moral gray areas. 
Commanders often have to struggle with the 
decision on whether to allocate forces to a 
particular area in a counterattack, hold ground, 
or to withdraw to a defensive position. During 
the Battle for St. Vith in World War II, General 
Ridgway wanted to keep troops in their positions 
because he thought that a withdraw was 
disgraceful.64 General Montgomery, Ridgway’s 
senior commander, made a decision to withdraw 
south to establish a defensive position.65 While 
access to AI AWS may change a decision 
to withdraw, or may assist in conducting a 
counterattack, AI AWS will not undergo the 

human, inner struggle to make strategic, and 
operational, and tactical judgment calls.66

Assessment of when and where to apply 
distinction and proportionality, or where 
to position forces, can be gray, but when a 
commander does apply judgment to a given 
situation and decides to use force, it is in full 
compliance with LOAC and the applicable 
Rules of Engagement. Weighing risk-benefit-
costs in moral gray areas that accompany war 
and specific mission is a reason that a “human 
on the loop” is needed in the use of force.67 
Commanders, not AI systems, are responsible 
for the reasonable calculations to use force 
and to avoid war crimes and crimes against 
humanity.68

4- Command Responsibility

Domestic and International law hold 
humans accountable for their conduct during 
war.69 Commanders may not abrogate their 
LOAC and Rules of Engagement responsibilities 
because an AI system is autonomous, may make 
decisions, and in some cases may choose to 
apply force.

Commanders must remain “on the loop” 
because the obligation to use force in a legal 
and ethical manner falls on the person, not 
the weapon.70 This obligation may increase 
the more sophisticated the weapon is.71 AI 
AWS’s sophistication through cognitive, 
learning, and decision-making tools does not 
absolve a Commander from his or her duties 
to ensure his or her subordinates do not violate 
the Laws of War.72 This is consistent with the 
requirement that Commanders use AWS in a 
“manner consistent with their design, testing, 
certification, operator training, doctrine…
and approval as [AWS].”73 “A Commander 
who is “on the loop” provides him or her the 
opportunity to override an AI AWS, which 
fulfills a Commander’s obligation over the 
weapon system.
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Conclusion

AI poses ethical, moral, and legal challenges in the application of the use force, projection of 
power, and influence over populations. However, the use of AI, especially AI AWS, may enhance 
how the way the LOAC principles are implemented in combat and operations.74 AI could enable 
Commanders to select and engage legitimate military objectives with better discrimination, more 
accuracy, and less risk and incidental harm to civilians and civilian objects.75

Human judgement over the use of force is critical for the responsible, ethical, and legal design 
and use of AI AWS for four reasons: (1) to minimize unintended consequences; (2) to comply with 
the LOAC principles; (3) because of moral gray areas; and (4) command responsibility. Human 
judgment is applied in the early stages of an AI AWS by coding it with LOAC principles, and the 
applicable Rules of Engagement. There is human judgment over the use of force when the AI AWS 
selects and engages targets on its own because (1) the AI AWS was designed, programmed, and 
coded with LOAC principles and (2) Commanders or operators may intervene to direct the weapon 
elsewhere, stop the weapon, or take human control in moral gray areas. “Humans on the loop” meets 
the “human judgment over the use force” condition because “human controllers can monitor the 
weapon system’s performance and intervene to halt its operation if necessary.”76 IAJ
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